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SKU
3762206

PCGS #
587

Coins In Red are our newer additions
Colonials
1779 Rhode Island Brass Token - Wreath Below Ship - NGC MS63

Price
$7,000

SKU
40058627

PCGS #
93763

Three Cent Nickels
1867 Three Cent Nickel -- PCGS PR66 DCAM

Price
$3,950

4330001

83770

1874 Three Cent Nickel -- NGC PF67 Cameo

$3,300

SKU
1914SNickel

PCGS #
3926

Nickels (All Varieties)
1914-S Buffalo Nickel -- PCGS MS66 CAC

Price
$9,000

1919DNickel

3942

1919-D Buffalo Nickel -- NGC MS64

$1,900

4397401

3958

1926-D Buffalo Nickel -- NGC MS66

$8,500

SKU
BustDime

PCGS #
38611

Half Dimes (All Varieties)
1805 Draped Bust Half Dime -- NGC AU58

Price
$29,500

4467901

4317

1838 No Drapery Half Dime -- NGC MS66

$1,950

4061001

4332

1843 Seated Liberty Half Dime -- NGC MS68

$8,900

3988513

4438

1859 Seated Liberty Half Dime -- NGC PF65

$1,950

SKU
4078203

PCGS #
4679

1911 Dime

4857

4153807
4153808
SKU
4376606

5076
5077
PCGS #
5304

SKU

PCGS #

1876 Seated Dime -- NGC MS67

Dimes (All Varieties)

Price
$1,950

1911 Barber Dime -- PCGS MS67 CAC

$2,250

1941 Mercury Dime -- PCGS PR65
1942 Mercury Dime -- NGC PF65

$155
$155
Price
$6,250

Twenty Cent Pieces
1876 Twenty Cent Piece - NGC PF65

Quarters (All Varieties)

All information provided is for reference only. Please verify with your own sources when discussing with your customers.

Price

Description
Pop 1. None Finer At NGC. Mintage Unknown. The Wreath Below Ship variety was the final issue of this popular
token. This handsome Mint State piece has plenty of original antique gold color beneath an overlay of mottled graybrown patina. Both sides of this piece are equally well defined with universally bold striking detail. Satiny in texture
with an overall smooth appearance. Lustrous greenish-yellow surfaces. MORE ABOUT THIS PIECE: The obverse of
Rhode Island Ship medals depict the flagship of British Admiral Lord Richard Howe and is anchored with the
peripheral legend DE ADMIRALS FLAG van ADMIRAL HOWE 1779. The reverse shows Aquidneck island as the central
motif with three warships to the left, about two dozen troops on the island, and soldiers fleeing in thirteen small
boats to the right. The peripheral legend reads D'vlugtende AMERICAAN ENvan RHODE YLAND Augt 1778. PCGS Price
Guide...$8000. No NGC price Guide Information.
Description
Mintage...625. Rare Deep Cameo Example. A splendid black-and-white Premium Gem, with sharp features, deeply
mirrored fields, and frosty silver-gray devices. The bright proof surfaces seem mark-free. PCGS Price Guide...$5,250.
No Finer Pieces Certified. Lustrous light gray devices and lightly mirrored fields characterize this brilliant and untoned
Superb Gem Cameo proof. NGC Prie Guide for a common date‚Ä¶.$4250.
Description
Only 4 Finer. Well deserving of the CAC Sticker. Delicate silver-apricot iridescence blends with soft satin luster on
both sides of this charming Gem example. The strike is impressively sharp with most design elements fully rendered
and crisp. A mintage of 3.47 million pieces is limited by Buffalo Nickel standards, thus confirming the 1914-S as a
semi-key issue in all grades. Most survivors grade no finer than MS-64, and this issue is rare at and above the MS-66
level. NGC Price Guide in NGC 66...$6000. In MS67...$18,500.
A crisply impressive, overall sharply defined example dressed in bold copper-gray patina. Many numismatic experts
rank the 1919-D alongside the 1920-D as the rarest Denver Mint Buffalo nickel in fully struck. NGC Price
Guide...$2400.
Pop 14. Only five finer at NGC. Sharply Detailed and Smooth Surfaces. The 1926-D is not especially rare until one
reaches for an example in Gem or finer condition. Then the situation changes dramatically with the price tripling from
MS64 to MS65, then doubling again from MS65 to MS66. This is a sharp example and the surfaces are exceptionally
clean overall.The surfaces are brilliant. NGC Price Guide...$9,000.
Description
Pop 2. None Finer. LM-1, the only known dies. Rarity-4. This is a remarkable near-Mint quality example of this
scarce and conditionally challenging early half dime. Satiny in texture and impressively smooth, both sides are
warmly toned in silver-rose and light steel patina. Vivid multicolored undertones include reddish-pink, champagnegold and powder blue. The strike is typical for this challenging die pairing. The strike is appreciably bold and overall
design is fully appreciable. The final year of issue for the Draped Bust design type and a single die marriage issue,
the 1805 is also the last half dime produced by the United States Mint prior to 1829. The generally accepted mintage
for this issue is 15,600 pieces, a total that was quickly reduced by commercial use. No more than 2% of the mintage
is thought to have survived to the present time. The average APR over the past 20 Years for an AU58 is $34,890.
CDN Greysheeet Bid...$35,000. NGC Price Guide...$51K!
This attractive mark-free Premium Gem boasts a rainbow of colors with about half the obverse balanced in silvery
luster and the reverse surrounded colorful tones around the border of a lustrous white center. NGC Price
Guide...$3,250.
Pop 1. None Finer. The present boldly struck Superb Gem exhibits vibrant rose-red, cobalt-blue, and gunmetal-gray
periphery toning on the reverse. The obverse is dappled in medium navy-blue and magenta shades. An interesting
triangle-shaped strike-through (as coined) is noted on the obverse rim near 6 o'clock. No NGC Price Guide
Information available. CDN Price Guide for a common Date...$10,000.
Mintage...800. A needle-sharp Gem with smooth, glassy fields. Peach-gold, lavender, and ocean-blue toning graces
both sides. NGC Price Guide...$2850
Description
Only one finer known at NGC. It's as good as it gets. Attractive rich and radiant luster on the obverse and mostly
white reverse can be found on this Premium gem Seated Dime. Well struck and fully detailed. NGC Price
Guide...$2500.
Only one finer at PCGS. An impressive Superb Gem Barber dime at many levels. The frosty surfaces present lively
cartwheel luster, boldly struck devices, and a splash here and there of original dee charcoal patina. Laden with eye
appeal and readily among the finest examples of the date extant in a PCGS holder. PCGS Price Guide...$2250.
Blazing White
Blazing White - 2 Available
Description
Mintage...1,260. Originally Toned, Bold Eye Appeal. The "Centennial bump" in 1876 proof set sales did not meet
expectations, so the Mint dealt with the excess by releasing unsold proofs into normal circulation. High-grade
proofs that survive do so from a considerably smaller mintage than the 1,260 pieces reported by Mint records. This
is a sharply struck twenty cent proof, with well-mirrored fields that display dappled tan-gold toning and blue border
accents. NGC Price Guide...$7,200.
Description
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4469601

5316

1807 Draped Bust Quarter -- NGC MS65

$87,500

1854 Quarter

5432

1854 Liberty Seated Quarter -- PCGS MS64+ CAC

$2,750

1858 Quarter

5445

1858 Liberty Seated Quarter -- PCGS MS65 CAC

$3,100

4153103

5555

1859 Seated Liberty Quarter -- PCGS PR65

$2,950

4153812
4153813
4153814
SKU
1881 Half

5978
5979
5980
PCGS #
6442

1939 Washington Quarter -- NGC PF65
1940 Washington Quarter -- NGC PF65
1941 Washington Quarter -- PCGS PR66
Half Dollars (All Varieties)
1881 Liberty Seated Half Dollar - Type 1 reverse -- PCGS PR65

$145
$120
$125
Price
$2,250

3758302
3700807

6461
6476

1892 Barber Half Dollar -- PCGS MS65
1896-S Barber Half Dollar -- PCGS MS64

$1,495
$3,250

4489103

6490

1901-O Barber Half Dollar -- NGC MS65

$10,000

Pop 6. Only 4 Finer. The 1901-O Barber half dollar is seldom seen in any Mint State grade, but examples in Gem
condition are especially scarce. This piece displays satiny luster with subtle reflectivity in the fields. Amber, violet,
and blue border toning surrounds golden interiors. NGC Price Guide...$11,000, CDN Retail Price Guide...$13,000.

4489104

6500

1904-S Barber Half Dollar-- NGC MS65

$27,500

3762217

6502

1905-O Barber Half Dollar -- PCGS MS65 CAC

$4,200

Pop 1. Two Finer. Blazing white. A meager mintage of 553,038 Barber half dollars was accomplished at the San
Francisco Mint in 1904. Most of the mintage circulated heavily in the regional economy and few high-quality
examples were saved by contemporary collectors. As a result, the 1904-S is one of the most challenging issues in the
Barber half dollar series, especially in high grade. This spectacular Gem exhibits sharply detailed design elements. The
virtually pristine brilliant surfaces are lustrous and appealing. NGC Price Guide..$38,500.
Pop 11 with only 10 Finer at PCGS. This CAC-endorsed Gem is well-preserved with light golden toning. Seldom do
Mint State survivors of this challenging New Orleans Mint issue possess the above average striking quality and
superior surface preservation of this piece. Detail on the obverse and reverse is universally full. Value priced when
compared to the PCGS Price Guide comps shown below. PCGS Price Guide in MS65...$4,500; in MS66‚Ä¶$5,750

3988502

6502

1905-O Barber Half -- PCGS MS66

$4,800

Pop 5. The 1905-O is surprisingly scarce in Mint State. Such coins, when encountered, typically grade MS62 to MS64.
Premium Gems are very rare. The present Registry Set prize is well struck with lustrous, unmarked surfaces with rich
apple-green and plum-red patination. PCGS Price Guide...$6750.

SKU
4467603

PCGS #
6865

Silver Dollars (All Varieties)
1797 Draped Bust, Small Eagle Bust Dollar -- NGC AU53

Price
$14,900

4377619

6873

1798 Dollar Large Eagle, Pointed 9, Wide Date - NGC XF40

$3,350

Description
10x6 Stars, Large Letters, B-3, BB-71. The 1797 Draped Bust dollar boasts the lowest reported mintage of the type,
at a minuscule 7,776 pieces, with three die varieties known for the date. The present coin represents the BB-71
variety, with the obverse stars arranged in a 10x6 pattern. This was the only use of both the obverse and reverse
dies. Only light wear shows on the bust shoulder and eagle's breast, but Liberty's curls and the leaves on the right
side of the wreath show some incompleteness of detail, due to lapping. The pleasing surfaces are richly toned in
shades of golden-brown and lavender-gray, with traces of original mint luster underneath. NGC Price
Guide...$17,500.
Pop 3 with only 4 finer in this variety. The surfaces are deep gray with undertones of olive and rose.. The date is
wide and the lowest curl of Liberty's hair is shaded in the interior, while the olive branch on the reverse has five
small berries. This variety is somewhat scarce, with examples seldom seen above XF. NGC Price Guide...$4750.

4063201

6878

1799 Draped Bust Dollar -- NGC MS61

$24,500

Bowers Die State III-IV. A crisply struck and unworn example with noticeably prooflike fields. The medium gunmetalgray surfaces reveal aquamarine borders and straw-gold centers when the piece is rotated beneath a light. The upperright reverse displays moderate adjustment marks (as struck), prominent only on the cloud beneath the F in OF. Both
sides are uncommonly free from abrasions. This piece ranks among the finest examples. NGC Price Guide...$26,000.

4376613

6883

1799/8 15 Stars Reverse -- NGC MS63+

$49,500

Bowers Die State III. The 1799/8 BB-141 variety is quickly distinguished by the overdate and the two star points
extending from the reverse clouds at the left and right. This attractive piece exhibits ocean-blue, lavender, and
golden-brown toning. It's well struck and satiny surfaces are predominantly smooth. The 15 Stars Reverse is
thought to be an engraver's error, with 13 stars intended. Upon realizing his mistake, the engraver expanded the
left and rightmost clouds in an attempt to efface the additional stars. But lower points of the errant stars remain,
and this variety is sufficiently distinct to merit its own Guide Book listing. NGC Price guide...$68,500.

4425401

7338

1903 Morgan Dollar -- PCGS PR64

$4,750

PCGS Price Guide...$5500

All information provided is for reference only. Please verify with your own sources when discussing with your customers.

Pop 2. Only 2 Finer. This spectacular and colorful Gem is well defined around the peripheries and on the stars
above the eagle's head. The Draped Bust Quarter represented the first series of quarter dollars struck within the
United States. The series was produced with two distinct reverse designs, creating two different subtypes. The first
subtype was issued for only a single year in 1796. After a gap in production, the second subtype was issued from
1804 to 1807. The second reverse design (used for this particular coin) was introduced in 1804 and used for the
duration of the series. A heraldic eagle appears at center with its wings spread and a shield at its breast. The eagle’s
talons separately hold an olive branch and a bundle of arrows, and the eagle’s beak holds a ribbon inscribed E
PLURIBUS UNUM. NGC Price Gude...$100,000
Conditionally rare. Second year of issue for the Arrows, No Motto Liberty Seated quarter. Exceptionally smooth
and very well preserved, this impressive near-Gem exhibits full, frosty-textured luster. Sharply struck, with nicely
toned gray and olive-russet toning on each side. A fully original coin. PCGS Price Guide in MS64...$2500. In
MS65...$5500.
This example is mostly brilliant with just a hint of pastel-lemon color on the obverse and smooth satin to softly
frosted luster. The 1858 is challenging to find in Gem Mint State. PCGS Price Guide in MS65...$2750. In
MS66...$5000.
Pop 10 with 6 finer at PCGS. Mintage...800. The light gray surfaces of this spectacular Gem proof exhibit green-gold
and blue toning on both sides. Sharply defined, this piece has fully mirrored fields that frame the lustrous devices,
imparting slight contrast but is insufficient for a Cameo designation. From a mintage of 800 pieces in the second
year of the Mint's commercial proof offerings. PCGS Price Guide...$3,600.
White
White
White
Description
Mintage...975. An originally and moderately toned specimen with iridescent multicolored undertones. Here is a
gorgeous Gem quality coin, one of 975 Proofs struck for the date. PCGS Price Guide...$3700.
PCGS Price Guide...$1850
Like the 1896-S Barber quarter, this half dollar issue is a better date in the series. Examples are scarce but obtainable
in near-Gem condition. Soft mint luster radiates beneath shades of deep steel-gray patina. PCGS Price Guide...$5000.
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4377620

7338

1903 Morgan Dollar -- PCGS PR65

$5,950

3515404
4327403b
4327404
4206302
3826403
2315602
4327403a
3534617
4327403
SKU
4468603
SKU
4468607

7356
7356
7356
7356
7356
7362
7366
7370
7376
PCGS #
7573
PCGS #
8000

1921 Peace Dollar High Relief - NGC XF40
1921 Peace Dollar -- NGC MS63
1921 Peace Dollar High Relief -- NGC MS64
1921 Peace Dollar High Relief -- NGC MS64
1921 Peace Dollar High Relief -- NGC MS64
1923-S Peace Dollar -- PCGS MS63
1925-S Peace Dollar -- PCGS MS63
1927 Peace Dollar -- PCGS MS63
1934-D Peace Dollar -- PCGS MS63
Gold Dollars
1873 Open 3 Liberty Gold Dollar -- PCGS MS64
$3 Gold Pieces
1878 Three Dollar Gold Piece -- NGC MS64

$275
$1,100
$1,650
$1,650
$1,650
$125
$270
$270
$300
Price
$850
Price
$6,500

SKU
4468610

PCGS #
8101

$5 Gold Half Eagles
1807 Capped Bust Left Half Eagle -- NGC MS63

Price
$19,500

4468611

8103

1808/7 Capped Bust Half Eagle -- NGC AU58

$13,500

4468612
4468613
SKU
4468614

8411
8514
PCGS #
8564

1905 Liberty Half Eagle -- NGC MS64
1909-D $5 Indian -- PCGS MS64

$950
$1,975
Price
$25,000

4468616
SKU
4427301

8882
PCGS #
8922

1926 $10 Indian Eagle -- NGC MS64

4375801
4375802

$10 Gold Eagles
1801 Capped Bust Eagle -- NGC MS61

$20 Gold Eagles
1857-S $20 Liberty Double Eagle, SSCA - PCGS MS65 CAC

$1,750
Price
$15,950

8977
8977

1876-CC $20 Liberty - PCGS AU58
1876-CC $20 Liberty Eagle -- PCGS MS61

$7,500
$12,500

45571771

9037

1900 $20 Liberty Double Eagle -- PCGS MS64+CAC

$2,650

45571769

9158

1911-D $20 Saint Gaudens - PCGS MS65

$3,850

4468904
4377618

9180
9185

1925 $20 Saint Gaudens -- PCGS MS65
1926-S $20 Saint Gaudens -- NGC MS65

$2,600
$27,500

4466401

89030

1896-S $20 Liberty Double Eagle -- PCGS MS61PL

$2,900

SKU
3719819

PCGS #
9220

Classic Silver Commemoratives
1893 Isabella Quarter -- PCGS MS65

Price
$1,150

4327106

9312

1935 Hudson Half Dollar -- NGC MS67

$4,900

All information provided is for reference only. Please verify with your own sources when discussing with your customers.

Mintage...755. Deeply mirrored, each side shows dazzling mint brilliance that is unbroken between the fields and
devices. You'll find a variegated overlay of reddish-brown color on the obverse and just a few faint speckles of color
on the reverse. PCGS Price Guide...$6000. CDN Collectors Price Guide...$6750.
Nice and Original
Lightly toned.
Two Available Lightly Toned
White
Rich and deep colorful tones
Lightly toned
Attractive tones
Toned
Lightly toned.
Description
Old Green Holder -- Nice fresh and original. Price Guide $1000.
Description
This is a radiant example of the 1878 three dollar gold piece, the most collectible issue in the series with a mintage
of 82,304 coins. Both sides display flashy gold color with frosty surfaces that glisten when rotated. Well-struck and
the devices are sharp and the fields noticeably well-preserved. CDN Collectors Price Guide...$7950.
Description
Both sides of this early half eagle are frosty and brilliant with bright yellow surfaces. This is the first year of the new
style of half eagle designed by the talented Mint Engraver John Reich. The obverse depicts a bust of Liberty facing
left, wearing a soft cloth dress with a clasp on her shoulder and also wearing a cloth cap inscribed LIBERTY. The
reverse shows a standing eagle clutching an olive branch in his right claw and three arrows in his left. NGC Price
Guide...$26,500.
This specimen is quite nice, especially for the grade, with satiny soft luster. It's well struck and the stars are
generally sharp and you will find plenty of mint luster in the protected areas. It's really a pleasing example of this
rare variety. The mintage of the overdate is unknown as it was included in Mint reports among the total for 1808,
which was 55,578 coins. Most "transition year" overdates (those made from dies left over from the previous year
but having one digit modified, a cost-saving move on the Mint's part, back in 1808) are generally quite scarce
because only one such die was typically used, until it wore out. CDN Collectors Price Guide....$15,600.
Nice fresh and original with satiny luster. CDN Collectors Price Guide...$1130.
Nice fresh and original.
Description
This piece has bright surfaces on both sides, with generous luster. The usual die state with nine curious vertical
"spines" (bold, straight, vertical, parallel die lines) within Liberty's cap. Upon first glance, these appear to be clash
marks from the shield, but they do not match the shield, or part of any U.S. coin of the era, and their true origin
remains unknown. We can see no evidence of die cracks on the obverse. The strike is crisp. Any collector would be
proud to display a coin of this quality. NGC Price Guide...$33,000.
Older holder nice bright and lustrous eagle. CDN Collectors Price Guide...$2020.
Description
Gold Label. Spiked Shield. A monstrous gem that's fully struck with bright, lustrous fields and razor sharp details.
Exciting double eagle gold coin from the famous SS Central America shipwreck. CAC approved for quality. PCGS
Price Guide in MS65...$17,500. In MS66...$35,000
Nice Fresh and Original. PCGS Price Guide...$10,000.
So tough to find mint state coins like this. According to PCGS...less a half a percent of the 1876-CC $20s have been
certified MS61 or better. With none certified higher than MS62. PCGS Price Guide...$17,500
The present example is undeniably clean and attractive for the grade, hence the added recognition from PCGS and
CAC. Clean, frosty fields surround strongly struck devices. Peach-orange surfaces are readily appealing. PCGS Price
Guide in MS64(Plus)...$3,750. In MS65...$6000.
This Denver issue much scarcer overall than the most frequently seen common dates such as the 1924, and 1927,
and 1928. The Denver mintmark adds further appeal to the issue. This piece is well preserved with original vibrant,
satiny orange-gold luster nice overall eye appeal. PCGS Price Guide...$5,500
Nice Bright and Original. Better Date Saint. Trends...$3000. PCGS Price Guide...$3150.
Only 7 finer between both service. Conditionally rare any finer. This attractive Gem exhibits sharply detailed design
elements and well-preserved orange-gold surfaces, with vibrant mint luster throughout. Overall eye appeal is
outstanding. Despite a large mintage of more than 2 million pieces, the 1926-S Saint-Gaudens double eagle is an
elusive issue at the MS65 grade level, and finer coins are virtually unobtainable. Most of the large mintage was held
in government storage until the Gold Recall took effect in 1933, and subsequently melted. PCGS Price
Guide...$30,000. CDN Collectors Price Guide...$31,200.
Pop 2. Only 6 known. Highly reflective fields support satiny, smartly impressed design elements on both sides of
this honey-orange example. To date PCGS has certified just six 1896-S double eagles in the PL category. PCGS Price
Guide...$3500.
Description
A base of antique silver patina is enlivened by wisps of olive-copper (obverse) and champagne-pink (reverse)
iridescence. Outstanding Gem preservation for this classic commemorative type, with a razor sharp strike and full
mint luster to boot. PCGS Price Guide...$1700.
None Finer. This Superb Gem is among the finest Hudson, New York, Sesquicentennial half dollars known, and it is
conditionally rare as such. Satiny luster complements well-struck design elements. NGC Price Guide...$11,000.
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